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Old Mother Rabbit lived in a shoe. She had twenty-six children and knew what to do.  From Abel,

who sleeps on a table, to Zed who sleeps on the shed, help Mother Rabbit tuck a whole alphabet of

adorable little bunnies in for the night.
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In this riff on the Mother Goose tale about the old woman in the shoe, a family of 26 bunny children

whose names all begin with a different letter in the alphabet are used to teach ABCs and 1, 2, 3s.

"The artwork is chock-full of cozy details and possesses a Victorian flair," wrote PW. Ages 3-8.

Copyright 2001 Cahners Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.

PreS?Old Mother Rabbit lives in a shoe, but unlike her famous predecessor, she knows exactly

what to do with her 26 offspring. After feeding them broth and carrots, she puts them all to bed in

some rather strange places, leading readers through her house and garden as well as the alphabet:

"1 was named Abel. He slept on the table. 2 was named Blair. She slept in a chair." The repetition of

the exact same phrasing may get a little tiresome for adults reading aloud, but children will enjoy

guessing where each rabbit sleeps. The napping places range from the fairly ordinary (chair, pillow)

to the whimsical (trike, sink, trellis, bowl). The large, soft watercolor illustrations of cuddly bunnies,



each with a distinct personality, will carry well in a group and are rich with clever details: carrot

wallpaper, bunny dolls, and rabbit-shaped bedposts. The final two-page painting, in which all of the

youngsters hop into bed with their mother, provides children with the opportunity to guess which

bunny is which. Comforting and cozy, this attractive title is a good choice for pajama

storytimes.?Dawn Amsberry, Oakland Public Library, CACopyright 1998 Reed Business

Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Darling book, given as gifts over and over! Can't believe it hasn't won any of the children's lit book

awards. Beautifully illustrated, teaches abcs with adorable mother and her 26 bunnies. Sweet

names, rhyming verse. My girls loved this gentle bedtime book. They're grown so this is my go-to

gift for all new parents and babies in my life.

I consider this one of MY classics. The pictures are detailed and timeless- kids can always find

something new, like I Spy, only not quite as hectic. The story is a rhyming one, based on The Old

Woman in a Shoe. The author sneaks in letters, numbers, and rhythm without it seeming forced (the

letter X is always tricky, but not here!). A sweet story, not just for bedtime, where all bunnies are

unique and loved just the same.Love it.

I love this!! It's a cute bedtime book! I bought it for my niece for an Easter gift, but when I have a

child this is a book I'd buy for my own child as well!!

The illustrations are phenomenal- full of details it's fun to discuss with children (carrot shaped table

legs, cabbage patterned chair, etc). The words are very, very repetitive which makes reading this a

bore for mom and dad and soothing for the little guys. There's only so much variation one can give a

counting/ABC book in any case, so I recommend this one for the rhymes, detailed illustrations and

toddler interest rating. This one also has a nod to plot- there is a beginning, middle and end even if

the denouement is "everyone is in bed."

Wonderful use of alphabetic principle, counting, and rhyme. I had borrowed this in our school library

and liked it so much I bought one of my own. These is a fantastic book for children learning to

identify letters. The story is engaging and illustrations are captivating. The story allows young ones

to follow along and interact. Great alphabet book with more depth than the usual ones.



Really cute take on the Old Lady in the Shoe!

Our favorite for our son, now for the grandkids!

Loved this book as a child! Love this book as an adult! Great purchase! Great condition! I'm very

happy with this purchase!
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